NOTES:

- This detail drawing also applies to PAC-CLAD Precision Series Highline and Box Rib panels.
- Panel dimensions that might appear on this document apply to HWP only.
- Consult PAC rep for assistance.

PAC PRECISION SERIES HWPC - HORIZONTAL WALL PANEL
SILL DETAIL AT CUT PANEL

- CLIP
- PANEL LAP/INTERLOCK
- PRECISION SERIES WALL PANEL WITH CLIP (CUT PANEL)
- ZEE SPACER (REQUIRED AT CUT PANELS)
- POP RIVET TO ZEE SPACER @ 18" O.C. (COLOR #43 MATCHING)
- PA-205 SILL FLASHING

FASTENER PER SUBSTRATE & ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS

WEATHER BARRIER UNDERLAYMENT

FASTENER PER SUBSTRATE & ENGINEERING CALCULATIONS